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REF:CBOU/34/2020-GS

Date :: 07.07.2020

To
THE CHIEF GENERAL MANAGER
CANARA BANK,
PM Section, HEAD OFFICE
112 J C ROAD
BANGALORE 560 001
Dear Sir
SUB :: CONFIRMATION TEST FOR PROBATIONARY OFFICERS DTD. 10.07.2020
It is understood that amidst the Lockdown our bank is proposing to conduct Confirmation Test for
Probationary Officers who were selected after having completed Post Graduate Diploma in Banking
and Finance. Such test is proposed to be conducted at various Regional offices, across the country.
Our Union wishes to place the following for your perusal;
1. The Education programme was conducted exclusively for those prospective Candidates who had
applied for the post of JMG Scale I officers of our Bank

2. Such candidates were provided with the Specially Designed Training Course viz Post
Graduate Diploma in Banking and Finance of one year duration.
3. Such specially designed training course (Post Graduate Diploma in Banking and Finance of
one year duration) had to be completed through any one of the following Institutes
allocated to them/indicated in the offer letter of admission issued by HR Wing HO

i. Manipal Global Education Services Pvt. Ltd.
ii. NITTE Education International Pvt. Ltd.
4. Such candidates who had attended the courses were also sent to various branches of our
Bank for a period of 90 days for internship/on the job training.

5. It may also be noted that such candidates have submitted report on the works entrusted,
and executed which they were trained at and only after recieving such satisfying reports,
these candidates were offered employment in our bank.
6. Such candidates are expected to have, during the specifically designed course and on the
job training period acquired sufficient Theoratical and Practical knowledge as required
by our bank and thereby got employed in our Bank.
7. Such candidates have secured additional PGDBF qualification over and above the minimum
Graduation level as specified for any Probationary Officer Candidates.
8. Such candidates are presently working across various Rural & Semi Urban Branches and
will find it difficult to reach Regional Offices, due to lack of proper Public Conveyance
and even if they somehow reach will have difficulty regarding food and accomodations.
Under the circumstances mentioned above, we request your good office to kindly postpone the
confirmation test and treat all PGDBF candidates as confirmed as a special case, taking into account
the difficulties in commuting to test centres from different places
Union is hopeful that the above suggestions will be considered positively in the best interest of such
officer employees and neccessary advisory will be issued and actions initiated at the earliest and
oblige.
Thanking you
Yours faithfully

H VINOD KUMAR
GENERAL SECRETARY

